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in Multivariate Distributions 
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A version of an asymptotic estimation problem of the unknown variance in a 
multivariate location-scale parameter family is studied under a general loss func- 
tion. The asymptotic inadmissibility of the traditional estimator is established. In a 
particular case we derive an admissible improvement on this estimator. ‘0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let Y,, . . . . Y, be a multivariate random sample from a family P,, 
involving an unknown location vector p and an unknown scale 
parameter CT. Thus for a measurable set A 
P,,(A)= P(c'(A -p)). 
Assuming the finiteness of the second moments one can achieve after an 
appropriate linear transformation for j = 1, . . . . n, 
E,, Yj= ,u, E,,(Y,-/L)(Y~-~)~=o~Z, 
so that a2 has the meaning of variance. 
We study the point estimation problem of the parameter a2 under a 
general loss function W(S/a*). Let 
9=n-’ i Y,, s2=i(Yj- F)'(Y,- P). 
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An unbiased estimator of g2 is 
but typically it can be improved on by an appropriate multiple of S*. 
Indeed, as is easy to see, the risk of any estimator of the form cS2 does not 
depend on p and 6. Therefore there exists an optimal choice for c, c = cO, 
min E,, W(cS’) = E,, W(c,S’). 
c 
In this paper we study the asymptotic admissibility of the estimator 
6, = c,S2 in a rather natural class of scale equivariant procedures. In Sec- 
tion 2 an asymptotic study of the relative risk reduction for such estimators 
is performed. It turns out that under mild regularity assumptions this 
quantity converges to the risk difference for two estimators of a random 
quadratic polynomial in the normal means. This limiting estimation 
problem is investigated in Section 3, where the asymptotic inadmissibility 
of &, is established. In a particular case an admissible improvement 
analogous to the Brewster-Zidek normal variance estimator is derived. 
The history of the estimation of a normal variance is reviewed by Maatta 
and Casella [8] who discuss classical improvements due to Stein [ 121, 
Brown [S], and Brewster and Zidek [4]. They also present results 
concerning better confidence intervals for the normal variance starting 
with the paper of Cohen [6]. In Section 3 we consider the analogous of 
mentioned classical point estimators for this problem. For the quadratic 
loss and dimension one the asymptotic variance estimation in a similar 
setting has been studied in Joshi and Rukhin [7]. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF SCALE EQUIVARIANT ESTIMATORS 
We consider here the so-called scale equivariant estimators of a2 of the 
form 
6(~,,)=c,S*[l-n-‘g(~~n”2/S)], (2.1) 
where g is a smooth function. It is easy to see that the risk of such an 
estimator depends only on 9 = P/(T. Thus in risk evaluations we can and 
shall assume that (T = 1. Let Y be a random vector with distribution P. 
Then 
EY=O, EYYT=I. 
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We make the following assumption: 
Al. Suppose that 
EIY=Y13<m, 
and for all j, k, 
Also 
EY;Y,Y,=O. 
lim 
IsI-car-m 
suplEexp{isTY+itYTY}I < 1. 
Here is an assumption about the loss function W. 
A2. The loss function W(u) is a unimodal nonnegative function with 
a unique minimum at u = 1, which is thrice differentiable, and 
EW(c,S’) < co, ES2 1 W’(c,S2)~ < 00. 
We will use the following notation 
m, = EYT, j = 1, . . . . p, 
a2=E(YTY-p)*=E(IYI’-p)* 
(so that Cmi=a2+p), 
v=n”2(F-9j), 
U=n’l*a-’ ($ Iyj12-P)? 
It follows from the Central Limit Theorem that the asymptotic joint 
distribution of V and U is a (p + 1 )-dimensional Gaussian distribution Q, 
with mean zero and a unit covariance matrix. 
The main object of our interest is the relative risk reduction 
r,z(v) = 4~) = nC4, W&J-E, @‘(6)1/E, W&d. 
It can be proven that if n1j2q + co, then 
r(v)+0 as n+co. 
Therefore we consider the case when n’12q -+ 5. 
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Also assume the following: 
A3. The function g is bounded and differentiable with Vg denoting 
the gradient of g. If 
w&4 %4=suP{lg( Ul, u,)-g(% h)l, k-u1 
<&, (ui-uJ <E, i= 1,2} 
then as E + 0 
s wg( u, 0, E) d@( 24, u) = o( ( -log &)‘q. 
Here 
g(t)=g(u,x)=g((x+E)/(l+an-“$!J1’%-n--Ip--l [x12). 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions Al-A3 one has with < = lim ?~‘/~q, 
r(q)-+r(t)=p2c2E ~(mi-3)p-‘(Zi-1)g(Z+5) 
[ 1 
-a2p-2(z+5)TVg-g2(Z+~) 1 (2.2) 
Here Z is a p-dimensional normal vector with mean zero and a unit 
covariance matrix. 
Proof. We start with an analysis of the risk of 6,. Notice first of all that 
co = (pn)-’ + U(n-*). 
Indeed, since 
and 
it follows that cop + 1. 
Now let 
Co = (pn)F’ + b,(pn)-’ 
683/38/Z-14 
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Then 
0= lim p-‘ES2W’((1 +b,)(l +~n-“~p-~u-~-Ip-~ Iv12)) 
n - m 
= lim nE(1 fan-“*p-‘UW’(l +b,+~n~~‘*p-‘U-n-~~p~l Iv\*) 
n-tcx 
= hm nW”(1)E[an-‘i2p-‘U+b,-n-1p-1 ]V12+n-1p-2~2U2] 
n-cc 
+ 1 lim nW”‘( 1) u2p-‘EU2 
n + m 
= ?V”(1)[limnb,-p-iE~V(2+a2p~2]+~W”’(l)~2p-2. 
Therefore, 
Now it is easy to see that 
lim nE, W(c,S*) = W’(1) a2/(2p2). 
n-m 
Because of our assumptions, 
A,=n2[E,W(c,S2)-E,,W(coS2(1-n-1g(t))] 
= E,[nW’(c,S2) c,S2g(t) - 4 W”(c,S2) coS4g(t)] + o( 1). 
One has 
lim E, W’(c,S*) @‘g(t) 
n-cc 
= lim [nW”(l) E,(coS2 - 1) q,S’g(t) 
“-t‘X 
+ 4 B”“(1) E,c,S2(c,S2 - l)* g(r)] 
= lim { W”( 1)[n1’2ap -1EUg(t)-p-1EIV~2 g(t) 
n-.m 
The highest order term here is n ‘l’EUg(t). To study its asymptotic behavior 
we use the Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of (U, 2) up to 
order n ‘I*. 
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Corollary 20.3 of Bhattacharya and Rao [3] with s = s’ = 3 guarantees 
that 
Ef(U, V=[fb, u)d@(u,u) 
+n-1’2 f(u, u)P(u, u)d@(u, v)+o(n-I”), 5 (2.3) 
where f is a function under conditions 
If( ~c[1+(u2+)u12)3’2], 
Of(U,u;E)d~(u,V)=O((-log&)~1’2), E -+ 0, 
and P(u, u) is a polynomial determined by Eq. (7.19) of Bhattacharya and 
Rao [3]. 
In our situation 
p(u,o)=~~(m,-l)U(v2-1), 
1 
and the function f has the form 
f(u, o)=ug((u+5)(1 +an-“2p--1U-n--~-’ lu)2)-“2). 
Let A,= {(u, u) : (~1 <logn, (uJ <logn}. On A, we have 
t=(l++l-“*p-‘U)(V+~)+o,(n-“*) 
and 
g(t)=g(V+5)-ian- “*p--IU(V+()TVg+o,(n-“2). 
Assumption A3 guarantees the applicability of (2.3) to the function 
f(& 0) I,4(% u). 
If B denotes the complement of A then 
lim n1’2E I Ug(t)l I,(U, V) < C lim n”*E (U( Zc,ogn,mJ(( VI) = 0, 
n-cc “-CC 
so that, with a standard normal vector 2, 
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lim n”‘EUg( t) = EUg(Z + 5) P( u, Z) 
-7 P lu -‘EU’(Z+ 5)Tvg(z+ 5) 
= fa-1~(mi-r)E(z2-l)g(Z+rl 
Similarly, 
lim nE,, W”(coS2) ciS”g’(t)= W”(1) Eg2(Z+ r). 
n-ao 
Combining these formulae one obtains 
lim d,=W”(l)~lp-l~(mi-l)E(Z?-l)g(Z+~) 
n-m 1 
so that (2.2) obtains. 1 
It is worth noting that the limiting expression (2.2) does not depend on 
the loss function W at all. (Of course this function must satisfy the assump- 
tion A2.) An asymptotic expression for the risk of location vector 
estimators which does not depend on a particular loss function has been 
derived by Berger [ 11. However, in [ 1 ] this expression is obtained for 
large values of the location parameter p. In our case p tends to the origin 
and the formula (2.2) focuses on the risk behavior of variance estimators 
around the origin, It is perhaps no surprise that the shrinkage type 
estimators considered in Section 3 provide improvements on the traditional 
procedure. Note, however, that in the normal case the risk of the Brewster- 
Zidek estimator takes its largest value at p = 0 (cf. [9-J). 
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3. ESTIMATION OF A RANDOM QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL 
Theorem 1 shows that an estimator (2.1) is asymptotically better than 
c,S* if 
r(T)=~h(t)=E~ ~q,I(x,-5J2- l] h(X) 
[ I 
- XTh(X) -h*(X) 1 G? 0. (3.1) 
Here X= Z f 5 is a normal random vector with mean 5 and a unit 
covariance matrix, 
h(X) = p*a -*g(x), 
and 
so that 
qi= (m,-3)pa-*, i= 1 , ..*, P, 
P 
Cqi=p-2p2ap2. 
The integration by parts shows that (3.1) can be written in the form 
where 
and 
Et ~qi(X,-~i)2-1]+p-lX12+5TX-h(~) h(X) 
C 1 1 
=${E,[+(X)-8-J*-E&b(X)-2h(X)-tl]*) 
> 0, 
4v) = P-l * - P 
(3.2) 
e=qc, X)=~=X-~qi[(xj-5i)2- 11. 
1 
(3.3) 
In other terms (3.2) can be interpreted as the quadratic risks difference 
of the estimators of a random quadratic polynomial B which depends both 
on the unknown mean vector 5 and on the observation A’. 
If d(X) - 2a*p-*g(x) is an estimator better than +(A’) in the sense (3.2) 
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then in the original variance estimation the estimator (2.1) asymptotically 
improves upon c,S’. 
It is easy to show that d(X) is an inadmissible estimator; i.e., there are 
nontrivial solutions h to the inequality (3.2). Note, however, that 4 and 8 
are not determined uniquely but only up to an additive term which is a 
function of X only. 
Nevertheless the Bayes procedure h, with respect to a prior measure /i 
is defined uniquely, namely, 
h,~X~~~~C~4iC(~,-~,~2-11+~-I~l2+5T~)e~P(--~/~-Sl2}~~~~) 
2 j exp( - i IX-<I’} dA(tl) 
(3.4) 
where 
m(X) =/exp{ - 5 IX- (1’) &l(t). 
An extension of the results of Sacks [ 1 l] and Berger and Srinivasan [Z] 
shows that any admissible estimator h admits the representation (3.4) with 
some a-finite measure A. 
In the case when /i is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesque 
measure and its density i is twice differentiable, one can write (3.4) in the 
following form: 
As a matter of fact, in this formula it suffices to assume that the derivatives 
of 1 are generalized functions. 
Also if n(r) = 1, i.e., in the case of the solcalled “non-informative” or 
“uniform” prior, 
h(X) = fp. 
Clearly this estimator is inadmissible. For instance, h,(X) = 0 is better. 
This shows that in our problem the uniform prior cannot be well 
approximated by proper priors (which is the condition responsible for the 
admissibility). 
Also it is clear now that h,(x) is the generalized Bayes estimator against 
the density ,J such that 
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Since 
there exists at least one i such that 1 - qi> 0. The corresponding compo- 
nent has a prior which is “less flat” than the uniform prior, which, as we 
know, is not approximable by proper priors in our problem. Therefore one 
should expect the inadmissibility of ho. 
To show the validity of this heuristic argument we use a convenient form 
of r(6) in the case when h is twice differentiable: 
Y(g) = E, 
[ 
i q,h,,(X) - x= VIZ(X) - h2(X) 1 = E,Dh. (3.5) 1 
Now put 
h(X)=Rexp {-f$YJf} 
for some nonnegative yl, ..,, yP and R. 
With this choice 
Dh=h(X) ~*li(l+q,Yj)X:-~yiqi-h(X) 
[ 1 I 1 
and 
-Rfi [(l +yi)“‘(l +2Yi)-1’21 
I 
x exp 
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If all q’s are nonnegative put 
y,=max(l -qi,O). 
Otherwise, define yi so that for all i, 
1 +yiqi>O. 
In any case put 
R=~[(1+~~)~“2(1+2~i)]~~j(l-~i)(l+Y~)~1>0~ 
1 1 
to obtain a solution to (3.1). We summarize these results as 
THEOREM 2. The asymptotic admissibility of the estimator (2.1) of f12 is 
equivalent under assumptions of Theorem 1 to the admissibility of the 
estimator IX12 - p - 2h(X) of the random quadratic polynomial (3.3) on the 
basis of the normal random vector X with mean vector t and a unit 
covariance matrix. The estimator corresponding to h,(X) 3 0 is inadmissible. 
Our goal now is to investigate admissible estimators which are better 
than h,. We shall also demonstrate an analogy between classical estimators 
of the normal variance (Stein estimator, Brown estimator, Brewster-Zidek 
estimator, see [S]) and some procedures in the estimation problem of the 
random quadratic polynomial in normal means. 
We restrict our attention to the case 
q,-l-2aP2<1, 
in which case the Bayes procedure h has the form 
T(x)+p 1 
with Am denoting the Laplacian of m. Let us start with q = 0 and define 
1 
n,(5) = T(p/2) 
m exp( - 1 \<12/2) tP”-‘(l + t)-’ dt 
=exp(1t12/2} 1,: e-‘t-P” dt 
= WP/L P/T lW)> 
where Y is a confluent hypergeometric function. This generalized density 
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corresponds to the prior introduced by Brewster and Zidek [4]. Clearly as 
It;1 + 007 
A(5)- (1512/2)-p’2, 
and this prior density can be proven to give rise to an admissible estimator. 
This is an example of a nondifferentiable function, and 
9A, = -VI, + cTAi, + pl, 
is proportional to Dirac’s function. (In other terms, 1, is a fundamental 
solution to the differential equation 9L = 0). Indeed for 5 # 0, 
Z2111=fm exp{ -r 1512/2} tpi2-’ [P-t 1~1’1~~/m/2)=0 0 
and because of (3.4) 
f 94 exp( - 151’/2} 4 
s 
p( 27t)P’2 = a3 ew( - 1512/2) A(t) & r(pj2)=2iWP). 
0 
Since 
dtlr(plf ) 
= 
s 
‘IO exp{ --u lX12/2} up/‘-’ du/r(p/2), 
0 
one has 
h,(X)=exp{ - IXlz/2)i\: exp{ --u IX12/2) up”-’ du. 
To find a formula for the risk of h,, notice that 
Ahl/h,=[-l+pJXI-2-2h,(X)IXI-2]X, 
which implies 
(3.6) 
E;XTAh,=E,[2h:+((XI -p)h,]. 
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Also 
so that by adding these two identities one derives 
As a result we see that 
r1(5)- -E,[X’Vh, + h:] 
=~,C~:+w12-PM 
= ;tTE,Xh,. 
Now it is easy to see that r,(l) is a nonnegative function of 151, which 
has a surprising minimum at 5 - 0 (the mode of the prior density A,). This 
function tends to zero as It1 tends to infinity. 
In the case q # 0 there are several candidates to the role of hr. The first 
is the generalized Bayes estimator which corresponds to the fundamental 
solution I, to the general equation 
which is 
Then 
tP/2 ~ 1 dt 
(l+t-qq)J@(l+t) 
and 
ev( - i WI’) 
h2(X)=~~exp{-~u~Xlz}up~2~1(1-uq)~’du~ (3.7) 
The estimator h2 can be proven to be admissible. However, it is not better 
than h, for all values of q. 
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THEOREM 3. The estimator (3.7) is better than h,(X)- 0 in the sense 
(3.1) ifandonly if -1 dq<O. 
ProoJ: Notice that 
r(t) = (2~)-~‘* exp{ - 4 lcl’) 
s exp(- $ lJ-‘12+5TXJ h(JXq(lX-512-p) 
+ p - 1X1* + tTX- h(X)] dX 
We need the following formula which can be easily obtained by using 
spherical coordinates for a nonnegative integer k, 
(2n)-p12 5 exp { - i IX12}f(LYl)(<TX)2X dX 
P+ l/2) la2k m e~PZ,2p*k+Pp,f(P)dp 
=f(k+p/2)2P~2-1n1~2 ,, s 
and 
s 
exp{ - 4 l~12}f(IXI)(~TX)2k+1 dX=O. 
By expanding the exponential function in the power series in (l’X) one 
obtains 
r(r)= (271-“‘~ exp{ - f I<l’} c [(2k)!] -’ 
~exp{-~lX/2}(<TX)2’h(X) k 
xt(1-q)(~-lXl~)+q151~+2k(l-2q)-h(X)]dX 
xC(l-q)(p-p2)+2k(2k+p-2)qp-*+2k(l-2q)-h(p)]dp 
=2--P/2+1 n- li? exp (3.8) 
It is easy to check that, with h,(p)= h,(jXl), 
h&d = (P - P’) h, - f(l - q)C(p - P*) h2 - d4 - w*hffl, 
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where 
1 _ -- 2 du 
H=H(p)= Sb- w”I~,PP( -  4u) Sb- UP%~P/~ ‘( 1  -  4u)  -  1 &’ 
By integration by parts one obtains now 
I 
1 
e-p2/2 2ktpIh2 
P 2(p) 4 
0 
=(l-q)j” (k+p-p2)p2k+PP1e-P2’2h2(p)dp 
0 
+~q(l-q)~omp2’+p-1eP~212h2(p)dp. (3.9) 
Therefore, 
I 
cc 
ck= p2k+P--e-P2/2h2(P) 
0 
k[l-3q+2q(2k+p-2)p-‘I-;q(l-q)p’H(p) dp. 
In particular, 
co= -iq(l-q) 
I 
m pP+1e~p2’2h2(p) H(p)dp, 
0 
which is nonnegative if and only if q<O. Thus h2 can improve on ho only 
if q < 0. 
If -l<q<O, 
lW)l/W) d P Q fU + lql) d/q/ 
and it follows from (3.9) that for k > 1, 
I 
cc 
c,>k pZk+*--Ie -““‘h,(p)[l - 3q+ 2q(2k+ p-2)/p2]dp 
0 
=k (l-q)~omp2*+P~1e~p*~2h2(p)dp 
[ 
-2qjom p2k+p-1e~p2/2h;(p)dp] 
3 0. 
Thus h, is indeed better than ho for - 1 <q < 0. 
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Now (3.7) shows that as 1x1 --f co, 
h2(X) - e -‘m2 IXlP/[2P’T(p/2)], 
so that 
Ah&f) - -XT Vh,(X) - lXlp+* e-1x12i2 IXlp/[2p’2ZQ/2)]. 
It follows from (3.5) that as It;1 + CC 
sgn r(r) = sgn(E<[q Ahz - XT Vh,]) = sgn( 1+ q). 
Therefore for q < -1, r(l) < 0, and h, does not improve on ho. 
By using a similar argument one can show that the generalized Bayes 
estimator h3 against the prior density A,, 
h3(X) = (1 - 4) e--Ixl*/* + q JA e-“~x12p~P~2 & 
I:, u p’2-1 exp{ -u/2 IXl*) du 
is better than ho only if q = 0. 
Another version of the original Brewster-Zidek estimator can be 
obtained via a limit form an analogue of a Brown-type estimator of the 
normal variance. This is defined as follows 
IA> t, 
I4 < 4 
with 
c = c(t) 
= 31 - 4) J%P - 1~12/1~1 < f) 
=tPe-‘*12 
lf 1 
2 tpP--1e-P*12& 
a I 
(cf. [S]). This estimator can be shown to be better than h, for q > 0 any 
positive t, but, of course, it is inadmissible itself. 
However, by extending the idea of [4] one can consider an estimator 
hck) corresponding to a partition lo = 0 < I, < tz < . . . < tk of the positive 
half-line, 
hck’( X) = 0, Ix1 ’ tk, 
C(f;+ l), ?iG IXI<ri+I, 
i = 1, .,., k. 
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Essentially by repeating the argument of Brewster and Zidek one can 
prove that if q > 0, h (k) improves on h, and as fk -+ co, ti + , - t; + 0, the 
sequence P’ converges to the estimator 
h4W = 4 1x1) 
=(I -q)e-lx12/2 l uP/2-le~uixl*/2~u 
ir 0 
= (I- 4) h,(JJ- 
This estimate is better than ho if 141 < 1. To verify this we use (3.6) to 
obtain 
I 
cc e~p2/2p2k+P--lh:(p)dp=(1- ) q jome -p2’2(P + k - P’) h,(P) dp, 0 
so that 
I 
co 
e -&2 2k+p-lh2 P L%(P) 
0 
=2kjme p -p2/2 2k+p--l/,2( a p) f-:+q(2k+p-2)pP2 dp 
0 1 
=kj? -““2p2k+p--[h4(p)(1 -q)-2qh&(p)p-‘1 dp 
0 
and this quantity is nonnegative if 141 < 1. 
Therefore (3.9) shows that for these values of q, &, indeed improves on 
ho. As in the proof of Theorem 3 one also can show that h4 does not 
improve upon ho if q < - 1. 
The estimator h, can be admissible only if q = 0, i.e., when it coincides 
with h,. Indeed it follows from (3.4) that for a generalized Bayes rule with 
respect to a prior distribution LI which is not concentrated at the origin, 
unless q = 0. However h4(0) = ;P( 1 - q), so that h, cannot be a generalized 
Bayes rule for q # 0, and hence cannot be admissible. 
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To conclude we mention an analogue of the original Stein estimator of 
the normal variance [ 121. This estimator h5 can be characterized as a non- 
negative function of X which minimizes the risk at the origin 5 = 0, i.e., 
b(X) = 4 maxC(l - q)(p - lX12), 01. 
This estimator although inadmissible can be easily proven to be better 
than h, for a nonnegative q. The largest risk reduction corresponding to 
this estimator is 
(l-q)2 PI/2 
= 2p’2r( p/2) s 
(p-u2)u~--ld’%4. 
0 
The Laplace asymptotic method applied to this integral and the Stirling 
formula show that as p + co, 
r(O)-$(l -q)2p. 
In other terms the use of improved estimators can give substantial risk 
reductions for a large dimension p. 
A numerical study of the risk behavior of the Brewster-Zidek estimator 
and the Stein estimator of a normal variance for the quadratic loss and the 
entropy loss has been performed by Rukhin and Ananda [lo]. The rela- 
tionship of this problem to that of a positive normal mean estimation is 
discussed in [9]. 
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